INTRUDUCTION

Parametric transverse vibration of continuous beam with intermediate elastic supports under
the action of moving body has been mentioned in some works such as [1, 3, 4] . In this text the method of substructures [2] is applied for establishing the vibration equation of beam under the action of moving body. Later an algorithm is built to solve the vibration equation received. From this algorithm a computer program is set up with TURBO PASCAL 6.0 language. The body consists of mass m attached to the spring system with rigidity k and a damper system d directly proportional with velocity. Body moves with velocity v and bears the action of force G sin flt caused by the disequilibrium mass which rotates with angle speed fl. Here G is amplitude of force. Besides it is supposed that during all the moving time, body is not separated from the beam ( fig. 2.1 ).
SETTTING UP THE VIBRATION EQUATION
To divide the system into two substructures: body and beam ( fig. 2.2 )
Substructure 2 is tonsidered a simple one bearing the following forces: (x-vt) in which g-gravity acceleration, S(x) -Dirac delta function 2. Reactive force Pg (t) of elastic supports
The equation describing beam vibration including internal friction is
in which a and f3 are constants characterizing for internal friction of beam. Substructure 1 bears the action of force P~(t) from the beam.
Here W 0 (t) and W, (t) are deplacement and velocity of deplacement of beam at the contact position between body and beam. Besides it bears actions of gravity force mg a.nd force G sin flt. Thus total force system P'(t) acts on the body is
The equation describing vibration of body has following form: 
TRANSFORMATION INTO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SYSTEM
We will find solution of (2.8) under the form
in which q,(t) are generalized coordinates we must determine. From (3.1) we have 
F J P(x,z, t)sin(snft)dx = f,(t)-m,(t)i-a,(t)i-h,(t)z-
To replace this result in (3. 9) 
r=l r=l (3.11) (3.12) Replace (3.12) in (3.10), after some changes the equation system mixed of ordinary differential and particular differential (2.8), (2.9) will be reduced into following ordinary differential equation system.
(3.13) r=l r:::l or we can write matrix form (3.14) in which Jl., C are square matrix of (n + 1) X (n + 1) degree; q, ~, q, fare column vectors with n + 1 elements
B= :
Solving the (3.14) we find out generalized coordinates q, then replacing in (3.1) we will determine the dynamic flexure W(x, t) This publication is completed with financial support from the National Basic Research Program Natural Sciences.
